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The main concern of Dr Jarvie’s book is the relation of belief to action. He argues that people act in society because of beliefs,
because of ‘the way they see things’. There is the world of physical and social conditioning – where fixed roles, tropisms,
adaptations seem to operate; there is the world of mind – where action, alternatively, seems to originate; but then there is Karl
Popper’s ‘third world’ – where dwell the objects of thought (ideals, theories, beliefs, values) which ‘directly affect how people act,
and thus affect the way the world is’. Reform, change, improvement, modification, all proceed from the competitive interaction
between our private beliefs about the world, and their ‘third world’ brothers. Jarvie contends that the struggle of privately held
beliefs to realize themselves in the world through the actions of their believers is a fundamental force behind social change.
This volume presents proceedings from sessions A15a, A15b, A15c of the XVII UISPP World Congress (1–7 September 2014,
Burgos, Spain). Collectively this volume presents perspectives of archaeological heritage management in various countries and
continents.
Populism suddenly is everywhere, and everywhere misunderstood. Nadia Urbinati argues that populism should be regarded as
government based on an unmediated relationship between the leader and those defined as the “good” or “right” people. Mingling
history, theory, and current affairs, Urbinati illuminates populism’s tense relation to democracy.
This book examines how foreign policy can adapt to the challenge of globalization. Two central questions are posed:how can
foreign policy defend or project statist political communities using soft power within a global information space? Does soft power
affect foreign policy by undermining statist community within the same global information space?
Recent claims that civic republicanism can better address contemporary political problems than either liberalism or
communitarianism are generating an intense debate. This is a sharp insight into this debate, confronting normative theory with
historical and comparative analysis. It examines whether republican theory can address contemporary political problems in ways
that are both valuable and significantly different in practice from liberalism. These expert authors offer contrasting perspectives on
issues raised by the contemporary revival of republicanism and adopt a variety of methodological approaches to address the
practical implications of republican thought within a coherent thematic framework. This book also *clarifies core themes and
contested areas of republican thought, especially the notion of liberty, the specific political institutions needed to realize it, and the
nature of solidarity among citizens. * shows how republicanism continued to influence the development of liberal thought in
nineteenth century Britain * examines the development of alternative republican discourses, including the established political
practice and ideology of the French republican tradition * applies republican perspectives to contemporary political concerns such
as the creation of social trust and the expansion of public accountability * explores the implications of republican theory for policy
areas including houses, education and marriage in diverse multicultural societies This book will be of great interest to researchers
and students studying republicanism in political science history, social policy and education. In addition, it is a valuable resource
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for those concerned with citizenship, democratic theory, multiculturalism, nationalism and patriotism, and politics beyond the nationstate.
La pubblicità serve solo per vendere? O diventa anche uno strumento politico inserito in un ampio piano strategico di
comunicazione? Una politica comunicativa allettante e incisiva, come quella dell’Ente nazionale idrocarburi guidato da Enrico
Mattei, quanto può incidere sulla società e quanto ne rifl ette di essa? Quanto può infl uenzare l’immaginario collettivo degli
italiani? Sono solo alcune delle domande a cui prova a dare risposta il volume. E lo fa attraverso l’analisi della strategia politica
della comunicazione attuata dall’azienda dal miracolo economico agli anni Settanta. Le interviste alla Rai del presidente Enrico
Mattei, i cortometraggi pubblicitari per la rubrica televisiva Carosello e le prime due riviste aziendali sono alcuni degli strumenti di
comunicazione che, in sinergia tra loro, rispondono al bisogno di presentare al pubblico l’immagine di un’azienda moderna e di
successo. Il volume documenta lo stretto legame che le attività dell’azienda hanno avuto con la società italiana, non solo perché
l’Eni è stato uno dei pilastri del boom economico, ma anche per la capacità della politica comunicativa aziendale di rifl ettere
l’immaginario di un’epoca e di essere in sintonia con l’evoluzione sociale del Paese.
Traces the development of Italian postwar architecture, and shows examples of apartment buildings, homes, office buildings, and
government buildings

The end of the Cold War opened a Pandora's box of regionalism and separatism across Europe, and today they once
again pose a significant threat to the territorial and political integrity of the traditional nation-states. Yet, the existence of
various subnational groups is inevitable in democratic states. The scope of separatism and regionalism in Europe is quite
wide. It includes de facto states, such as Kosovo, Transnistria, and North Cyprus; strong separatist movements aimed at
achieving independence, like Catalonia, Basque Country, Scotland, Flanders, and Faroe Islands; strong movements
aimed at achieving a more regional autonomy, for example, Lombardy and Veneto; and weaker regional movements,
which could potentially escalate in the future, such as Transylvania in Romania or Vojvodina in Serbia. This edited
volume tackles all the above-mentioned regional moments and even includes Greenland as a bonus. It brings together
seventeen prominent scholars from a wide range of European and North American academic institutions who compiled
ten chapters to shed light on the revival of regionalism and separatism via a thorough evaluation and analysis of some of
the most important current separatist and regionalist/autonomist movements across modern Europe.
Comprised of 24 newly commissioned chapters, this defining reference volume on Latin America introduces Englishlanguage readers to the debates, traditions, and sensibilities that have shaped the study of this diverse region.
Contributors include some of the most prominent figures in Latin American and Latin Americanist anthropology Offers
previously unpublished work from Latin America scholars that has been translated into English explicitly for this volume
Includes overviews of national anthropologies in Mexico, Cuba, Peru, Argentina, Ecuador, Bolivia, Colombia, and Brazil,
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and is also topically focused on new research Draws on original ethnographic and archival research Highlights national
and regional debates Provides a vivid sense of how anthropologists often combine intellectual and political work to
address the pressing social and cultural issues of Latin America
Relationships between peace, politics and religion are often controversial, and sometimes problematic. Religion is a core
source of identity for billions of people around the world and it is hardly surprising that sometimes it becomes involved in
conflicts. At the same time, we can see religion involved not only in conflict. It is also central to conflict resolution, peacemaking and peacebuilding. Religious involvement is often necessary to try to end hatred and differences, frequently
central to political conflicts especially, but not only, in the Global South. Evidence shows that religious leaders and faithbased organisations can play constructive roles in helping to end violence, and in some cases, build peace via early
warnings of conflict, good offices once conflict has erupted, as well as advocacy, mediation and reconciliation. The
chapters of this book highlight that religion can encourage both conflict and peace, through the activities of people
individually and collectively imbued with religious ideas and ideals.
The relationship between fiction and historiography in Francoist Spain (1939–1975) is a contentious one. The intricacies
of this relationship, in which fiction works to subvert the regime’s authority to write the past, are the focus of David K.
Herzberger’s book. The narrative and rhetorical strategies of historical discourse figure in both the fiction and
historiography of postwar Spain. Herzberger analyzes these strategies, identifying the structures and vocabularies they
use to frame the past and endow it with particular meanings. He shows how Francoist historians sought to affirm the
historical necessity of Franco by linking the regime to a heroic and Christian past, while several types of postwar
fiction—such as social realism, the novel of memory, and postmodern novels—created a voice of opposition to this
practice. Focusing on the concept of writing history that these opposing strategies convey, Herzberger discloses the
layering of truth and meaning that lies at the heart of postwar Spanish narrative from the early 1940s to the fall of Franco.
His study clearly reveals how the novel in postwar Spain became a crucial form of dissent from the past as it was
conceived and used by the State. Making a decisive intervention in the debate about the ways in which narration
determines both the meaning and truth of history and fiction, Narrating the Past will be of special interest to students and
scholars of the politics, history, and literature of twentieth-century Spain.
Conflicts about even the smallest amount of land potentially generate violence and reshape people's mutual relations and
their relationship with the state. This book investigates the conflicting norms that people and the Honduran state use to
justify prop
"The authors of this edited volume focus on the emergence of populist discourses, coming from movements or parties
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from Romance-speaking countries in Europe and in Latin America. By combining linguistics, social and political sciences
in a discourse analytical approach, the sixteen papers enlighten the mechanisms behind populist discourses yielding
from different socio-cultural and political contexts. The common denominator of the studies is the focus on the discursive
and rhetorical characteristics of recently emerged movements of populism in both continents. Investigating expressions
of these political movements is highly relevant in today's society, where the growing number of populist discourses has
become a pre-eminent issue, alongside people's increasing insecurity regarding future political and environmental
challenges. The primary audience of this volume are researchers working in the fields of political discourse analysis;
however, this book may benefit anybody with interest in language in politics. ******* 'This volume will be a valuable
contribution to the study of populist discourse at the political extremes. It hardly needs to be mentioned that this is one of
the most topical issues in political discourse throughout the world today. The specifics of populist discourse are often
misunderstood, so I have found this volume enlightening and helpful to increasing my own understanding.' - Rodney
Williamson, University of Ottawa 'The anthology provides indeed a fine analysis of discourses connected to different
socio-cultural and political contexts [...] Since it brings together researchers specialized in media and political discourse
analysis, it contributes to a large extent to promote a deeper understanding of current political discourses and extremist
ideologies.' - Ana Pano Alamán, University of Bologna" This work was published by Saint Philip Street Press pursuant to
a Creative Commons license permitting commercial use. All rights not granted by the work's license are retained by the
author or authors.
"Collection of articles by Basque writers and American and European academics on the globalization of literature,
postcolonialism, and new ethnic landscapes. Also treats topics such as center and periphery dualities, subaltern
identities, so-called borderlands thought, and the effect of Creoleness"--Provided by publisher.
The aim of the book is to illustrate the different ways of understanding landscape, creating a dictionary that can convey not just the scope of
the designing processes and their related actors, but to provide a first key for interpreting the various approaches to this discipline that has
given rise to an entirely new dimension in designing the cityscape, turning the open space of the city into a space for art and sculpture, fpr
garden and architecture, and into a new field for cultural activity. It documents the surprising extent of the planning experience and profiles
world-renowned architects, engineers, landscape architects, artists and photographers. It aslo provides the reader with a key interpretation of
the different approaches to an experience that has introduced a new dimension in the physical transformation of our environment. The
dictionary features leading figures from the international scen, including Tadao Ando, Emilio Ambasz, Daniel Buren, Tony Cragg, Walter de
Maria, Michael Heizer, Nancy Holt, Toyo Ito, Anish Kapoor, Rem Koolhaas, Maya Lin, Richard Long and James Turrell, to name a few. Over
the last decade the concept of ''landscape'' has dramatically changed. References to the discipline of landscape architecture can be found in
urban planning, in projects that reconstruct large disused areas, in the design of public spaces, parks and private gardens, in Land Art and in
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photography. This field has come to greater prominence with the increase in public projects and by keeping pace with new theoretical
approaches and design practices. This volume will be an invaluable reference for anyone involved in urban planning, public art, landscape
architecture and landscape design.
Moments of mass mobilization astound us. As a sea of protesters fills the streets, observers scramble to understand this extraordinary
political act by 'ordinary' citizens. This study presents a paired comparison of two 'moments' of mass mobilization, in Ukraine and Argentina.
The two cases are compared and analyzed on a cross-temporal and an inter-regional basis, thereby offering two critical cases in response to
assumptions that the processes and patterns of mobilization, and democratization politics more broadly, are region specific. This study
challenges political science's focus on elites and structural factors in the study of political participation during democratization.
SCIENCE AND EMPIRES: FROM THE INTERNATIONAL COLLOQUIUM TO THE BOOK Patrick PETITJEAN, Catherine JAMI and Anne
Marie MOULIN The International Colloquium "Science and Empires - Historical Studies about Scientific De velopment and European
Expansion" is the product of an International Colloquium, "Sciences and Empires - A Comparative History of Scien tific Exchanges: European
Expansion and Scientific Development in Asian, African, American and Oceanian Countries". Organized by the REHSEIS group (Research
on Epistemology and History of Exact Sciences and Scientific Institutions) of CNRS (National Center for Scientific Research), the colloquium
was held from 3 to 6 April 1990 in the UNESCO building in Paris. This colloquium was an idea of Professor Roshdi Rashed who initiated this
field of studies in France some years ago, and proposed "Sciences and Empires" as one of the main research programmes for the The
project to organize such a colloquium was a bit REHSEIS group. of a gamble. Its subject, reflected in the title "Sciences and Empires", is not
a currently-accepted sub-discipline of the history of science; rather, it refers to a set of questions which found autonomy only recently. The
terminology was strongly debated by the participants and, as is frequently suggested in this book, awaits fuller clarification.
Considers human diversity and change and rejects the usual solutions to problems of relativism. Presents a new mode of inquiry in its stead a
mixture of philosophy, history, and anthropology that appears to be more meaningful.
"Cosmopolitan approach frames the issue within a more international setting than is common in works about a single Latin American country.
Recommended"--Handbook of Latin American Studies, v. 58.
EniWay. Editoriale Fernanda De Maio e Michela Maguolo Da Agip a Eni Fernanda De Maio Cronaca, documento, rievocazione di un mistero
italiano Marina Pellanda Gli uomini che fecero l’impresa. Enrico Mattei e gli Olivetti nel teatro di Gabriele Vacis e Laura Curino Michela
Maguolo Paesaggio come ricordo Luigi Latini Un professionista al servizio dell’Eni Massimiliano Savorra Il Villaggio nel bosco Nicola Noro
“Dalle profondità della terra, energia per il lavoro italiano” Chiara Baglione Cinema dal petrolio Marco Bertozzi Stazioni di servizio e motel,
dall’Italia all’Africa Marco Ferrari Atlantropa Roberto Masiero Immagini energetiche ?Lorenzo Fabian e Luca Iuorio
This cultural history of Mussolini's dictatorship discusses the meanings of modernity in interwar Italy. The work argues that fascism appealed
to many Italian intellectuals as a new model of modernity that would resolve the European and national crises.
The Anthropology of Love and Anger questions the very foundations of western sociological thought. In their examination of indigenous
peoples from across the South American continent, the contributors to this volume have come to realise that western thought does not
possess the vocabulary to define even the fundamentals of indigenous thought and practice. The dualisms of public and private, political and
domestic, individual and collective, even male and female, in which western anthropology was founded cannot legitimately be applied to
peoples whose 'sociality' is based on an 'aesthetics of community'. For indigenous people success is measured by the extent to which
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conviviality, (all that is peaceful, harmonious and sociable) has been attained. Yet conviviality is not just reliant on love and good but instead
on an even balance between all that is constructive, love, and all that is destructive, anger. With case studies from across the South
American region, ranging from the (so-called) fierce Yanomami of Venezuela and Brazil to the Enxet of Paraguay, and with discussions on
topics from the efficacy of laughter, the role of language, anger as a marker of love and even homesickness, The Anthropology of Love and
Anger is a seminal, fascinating work which should be read by all students and academics in the post-colonial world.
This unique book brings to light the little-known, but powerful roles that civil resistance has played in national liberation struggles throughout
history. Ranging from the American Revolution to Kosovo in the 1990s, from Egypt under colonial rule to present-day West Papua and
Palestine, the authors of Recovering Nonviolent History consider several key questions: What kinds of civilian-based nonviolent strategy and
tactics have been used in liberation struggles? What accounts for their successes and failures? Not least, how did nonviolent resistance
influence national identities and socioeconomic and political institutions both prior to and after liberation, and why has this history been so
often ignored? The story that emerges is a compelling one of the agency of thousands and even millions of ordinary people as they used
nonviolent force in the course of struggles against foreign subjugation.
How is ethnicity viewed by scholars of different academic disciplines? Can its emergences be compared in various regions of the world? How
can it be conceptualized with specific reference to distinct historical periods? This book shows in a uniquely and innovative way the broad
range of approaches to the political uses of ethnicity, both in contemporary settings and from a historical perspective. Its scope is
multidisciplinary and spans across the globe. It is a suitable resource for teaching material. With its short contributions, it conveys central
points of how to understand and analyze ethnicity as a political resource.
A distinguished scholar's provocative analysis of the political forces transforming post-Communist Eastern Europe. What is filling the void left
by the fall of Communism in the ex-Soviet Union and Eastern Europe? In this groundbreaking book, one of Europe's most distinguished
social anthropologists addresses this question through an examination of the idea of the civil society, which is rooted in the Enlightenment's
belief that society can be organized rationally.
The travel experience filled with personal trauma; the pilgrimagethrough a war-torn place; the journey with those suffering: theserepresent the
darker sides of travel. This book explores the writingsand texts of dark journeys and travels. In traveling over the dead,amongst the dying,
and alongside the suffering, the authors give us atour of humanity’s violence and misery. From this dark side,there comes great beauty and
poignancy in the characterization ofplight; creativity in the comic, graphic, and graffiti sketches andcomments on life; and the sense of
profound and spiritual journeysbeing undertaken, recorded, and memorialized.
An exploration of the relationship between culture and politics in the modern world through essays on such varied topics as the Ayatollah
Khomeni, Czech dissidents, and Malinowski.
"Quasi un diario" nasce come una serie di appunti legati fra loro a mo' di zibaldone dalla coerenza del discorso e dal sottile filo della
successione cronologica degli eventi. Riferimenti che spesso nel racconto saltano o vengono a mancare soprattutto perchè non è ancora
chiaro a Gellner cosa rappresenti quello scritto che sta prendendo forma: solo un primo nucleo di appunti che dovranno poi essere
successivamente sgrossati e affinati, oppure un testo che troverà spazio all'interno di quel libro che nel frattempo Gellner sta creando sul
vecchio tecnigrafo in legno dello studio con la pazienza e la cura del tipolitografo. Le fotocopie e gli ingrandimenti di foto, documenti, disegni
e maschere di testo vengono incollati con cura negli spazi indicati nelle griglie del menabò; le pagine si succedono in lunghi nastri poi
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ripiegati a fisarmonica a formare il volume. Gellner è sempre stato un grande artigiano, non ha mai spiegato in termini accademici le ragioni
del suo fare, ha solo detto: "guarda, così sta meglio" e spostando con le lunghe dita i ritagli e i pezzettini di carta sparsi sul tavolo
improvvisamente la pagina acquistava senso ed equilibrio all'interno del discorso narrativo del capitolo. Parlare per immagini era un suo
grande dono. La monografia resta sicuramente l'ultima opera di Gellner, non solo per l'eccezionale documentazione, ma soprattutto per la
struttura logica e la composizione grafica e architettonica del volume. E' sicuramente la madre di tutte le pubblicazioni che sono uscite
successivamente in anni recenti e segna l'inizio per Gellner della "fortuna" in senso rinascimentale o semplicemente di una riappropriazione
al mondo degli architetti attraverso le mostre e la pubblicistica che ne è seguita. Il lavoro fatto per la monografia ha però lasciato traccia nello
studio: terminata la pubblicazione e ritornati i materiali dallo stampatore, si trattava di riordinare il tutto, disfando le cartelle provvisorie create
per la monografia e ricollocando il materiale nelle cartelle originarie, nel tentativo di ricostituire l'ordine precedente. Un lavoro di archivio che
con l'aiuto dei collaboratori di studio più esperti ha impegnato una intera estate ma che ha prodotto almeno un nuovo assetto del materiale
secondo una numerazione delle voci del regesto ancora in ma non per questo pubblicare. Il diario arriva al 1994 circa e non accenna alle
vicende del decennio successivo che vedono Gellner sempre attivo nel suo studio dove in seguito si trasferisce per comodità. "Quando ho
costruito questa casa -ripeteva spesso- secondo i principi del raumplanug di Loos non pensavo che tutte quelle scale l'avrebbero trasformata
un giorno in prigione". Superate poi le tristi complicazioni legate a un infortunio ("sono inciampato sulla mia presunzione" come poi dirà
alludendo ironicamente alle scatole accatastate contenenti i volumi freschi di stampa della monografia sulle quali una sera al buio urta e
cade) Gellner trova nuovi stimoli nel ripensare un master plan per il suo villaggio, rimasto "ahimè senza cuore" ovvero privo di quei servizi
collettivi tanto voluti assieme a Mattei. Nasce quindi una sorta di laboratorio condotto con il solo scopo di verificare su carta le idee a volte
estreme o magari frutto di qualche notte insonne, per poi discutere, valutare, immaginare e alla fine spesso decidere di ricominciare.

Dante Alighieri’s Divine Comedy has, despite its enormous popularity and importance, often stymied readers with its multitudinous
characters, references, and themes. But until the publication in 2007 of Guy Raffa’s guide to the Inferno, students lacked a
suitable resource to help them navigate Dante’s underworld. With this new guide to the entire Divine Comedy, Raffa provides
readers—experts in the Middle Ages and Renaissance, Dante neophytes, and everyone in between—with a map of the entire poem,
from the lowest circle of Hell to the highest sphere of Paradise. Based on Raffa’s original research and his many years of teaching
the poem to undergraduates, The CompleteDanteworlds charts a simultaneously geographical and textual journey, canto by canto,
region by region, adhering closely to the path taken by Dante himself through Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise. This invaluable
reference also features study questions, illustrations of the realms, and regional summaries. Interpreting Dante’s poem and his
sources, Raffa fashions detailed entries on each character encountered as well as on many significant historical, religious, and
cultural allusions.
This innovative social and cultural history explores the daily lives of the lowest echelons in president Porfirio Díaz’s army through
the decades leading up to the 1910 Revolution. The author shows how life in the barracks—not just combat and drill but also
leisure, vice, and intimacy—reveals the basic power relations that made Mexico into a modern society. The Porfirian regime sought
to control and direct violence, to impose scientific hygiene and patriotic zeal, and to build an army to rival that of the European
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powers. The barracks community enacted these objectives in times of war or peace, but never perfectly, and never as expected.
The fault lines within the process of creating the ideal army echoed the challenges of constructing an ideal society. This insightful
history of life, love, and war in turn-of-the-century Mexico sheds useful light on the troubled state of the Mexican military more than
a century later.
In 1798, the armies of the French Revolution tried to transform Rome from the capital of the Papal States to a Jacobin Republic.
For the next two decades, Rome was the subject of power struggles between the forces of the Empire and the Papacy, while
Romans endured the unsuccessful efforts of Napoleon’s best and brightest to pull the ancient city into the modern world. Against
this historical backdrop, Nicassio weaves together an absorbing social, cultural, and political history of Rome and its people.
Based on primary sources and incorporating two centuries of Italian, French, and international research, her work reveals what life
was like for Romans in the age of Napoleon. “A remarkable book that wonderfully vivifies an understudied era in the history of
Rome. . . . This book will engage anyone interested in early modern cities, the relationship between religion and daily life, and the
history of the city of Rome.”—Journal of Modern History “An engaging account of Tosca’s Rome. . . . Nicassio provides a fluent
introduction to her subject.”—History Today “Meticulously researched, drawing on a host of original manuscripts, memoirs,
personal letters, and secondary sources, enabling [Nicassio] to bring her story to life.”—History
This book argues that Italy represents a privileged entry point into the comparative analysis of ideologies and experiences of
modernity. The book compares how thinkers and politicians belonging to different ideological clusters - Liberalism, Communism,
Fascism, Chistian Democracy - came to formulate multiple and often antagonistic visions of Italy's road to the modern. By
revisiting Italian political history from the late nineteenth century until the present with a focus on transition periods, Italian
Modernities explores how competing historical narratives influenced shifting understandings of Italian nationhood, thus
foregrounding the active role of memory politics in the formulation of multiple modernities.
Have Marxian ideas been relevant or influential in the writing and interpretation of history? What are the Marxist legacies that are
now re-emerging in present-day histories? This volume is an attempt at relearning what the “discipline” of history once knew –
whether one considered oneself a Marxist, a non-Marxist or an anti-Marxist.
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